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Health and recreation
center breaks ground
$3 million donation helps rumor
become reality for SHU students
ter, including weights and circuit and
cardiovascular equipment; an aerobics,
wrestling and fencing room; a Hall of
Fame and men’s and women’s locker
The groundbreaking for Sacred Heart rooms to include Jacuzzis, saunas and
University’s $18 million William H. Pitt steam rooms.
The athletic department offices,
Health and Recreation center was held
coaches offices, trainer’s room and equip
last Wednesday, April 24.
The center is named after the donor ment room will also be located within the
who gave the University $3 million, the center.
Sacred Heart's development and ex
largest single gift in university history.
The 143,000-square-foot center is pansion of intercollegiate sports has
expected to be completed in the summer brought about an increase in student en
rollment from 1, 411 undergraduates in
of 1997.
“This building will offer not only a 1989-90 to 2,129 in 1995-96 with 25
full array of athletic and recreational ac percent participating in athletics.
Present at the groundbreaking were
tivities, but also it will be the premier
facility for our physical therapy, occupa William H. Pitt, Dr. Cemera, Director of
tional therapy and sports medicine pro Athletics C. Donald Cook, Bishop Ed
grams,’’ said SHU President Anthony J. ward M. Egan and Robert J. Matura, a
director of Fleet Bank.
Cemera, Ph.D.
The center will also house a 2,000Matura made a donation of $1 mil
seat basketball arena for intercollegiate lion to the University in 1993.
play, four multi-purpose basketball
The ceremony took place before a
courts, a five-lane running track, four crowd of 500 prospective students and
squash courts and two basketball courts. their families, tmstees, faculty and staff
Hip hop on the hill...
In addition, a dedicated fitness cen as well as onlookers.
By Erin E. Harrison
Assistant News Editor

Grad
flash!
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Graduation Q & A
Q: How do I get my cap and gown?

By Bethany Treffs
News Editor

The sun sets on Jefferson Hill Sunday.

Photo by Chris Nicholson

A: Wednesday, May 15, from noon to 7

Seniors—you’re probably
wondering just what the plans
are for graduation. And if you
aren’t, then your parents are
surely bugging you about it.
So, next time you are faced
with a graduation question, here
are some answers you might
appreciate.
In the case of inclement
weather, two separate gradua
tion ceremonies will be held in
the Gymnasium. Commence
ment for graduate students will
begin at 10 a.m., and the
Comencement excercises for
undergraduate students will be
held at 1 p.m.
Information taken from the
Graduation Committee.

Q: How do I acquire graduation tickets?
A: Tickets will be available in the Registrar's Office
during the week of May 6, Monday-Thursday
from 8:30 a.m. until 8 p.m., Friday unitl 4 p.m.
Q: How many tickets am I entitled to?
A: Each student will receive 5 tickets,In case of
inclement weather, 3 tickets will allow admis
sion to indoor graduation ceremonies and 2 will
reserve spots in the Theater for closed circuit
viewing.
Q: When is Commencement?
A: Sunday, May 19, at 1 p.m. on the Campus Field.
V______________________________________________________/
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LaFontana to present research
Dr. Kathy LaFontana, assistant professor of
psychology, will discuss her research at a
Women’s Studies Faculty Development Seminar
on May 5 at 11:30 a.m.
LaFontana will present her work entitled
"The Role of Affective and Cognitive Factors in
Self-blame," at a brunch to be held at the home of
Fran Grodzinsky, associate professor of computer/
information science.
Interested students must contact Claire
Marrone at 36,5-7629.

“American Architecture: The Shack^^
The Gallery of Contemporary Art presents
“American Architecture: The Shack” which are
works by Beverly Buchanan. The opening recep
tion is being held on May 5 from 1-4 p.m. A
lecture by Mary Kordak, curator of education at
Yale University Art Gallery is also being held.

The University Bookstore is buying back
books beginning on May 8 and will continue
through May 14. The hours are as follows;
• Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
• Friday
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Saturdav 10 a.m.-l p.m.

Breaking ground for the University's $18 million William H. Pitt Health and Recreation Center are
(from left) William H. Pitt, President Anthony J. Cernera, Ph.D. and Director of Athletics Don Cook.

Party all weekend and roam with the Greeks
By Stephen P. Scholz
Associate Editor
The semesteris almost over
and finals are rapidly approach
ing. You cram. You stress.
You desperately need one last
weekend of wild, uninhibited
partying to take your mind off
that 10 page research paper.

But who could possibly offer
such enticing festivities? The
Greeks!
This Friday marks the begin
ning of Greek Weekend which is
entitled “Roamin’ with the Greeks.”
The three day bacchanal promises
to include rides, music and enter
tainment, as well as food and drink.
The games will begin Friday
night at 8 p.m. with the King and

Queen Semi-Formal. This year’s
king and queen will be announced
by Dana Scinto and Eric Wood,
last year’s royal recipients.
“I feel that the most exciting
event of this whole weekend is the
King and Queen competition be
cause it involves the entire school,”
said Melinda Nicoletti, vice-presi
dent of Greek Council, “including
all of the organizations and fac

Colleges report increased on
campus employer visits
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
CHICAGO—For some
graduating seniors, the job search
is fairly painless.
Take, for instance, Chris
Woolford, a senior economics
major at the University of Chi
cago, who had four job offers to
choose from this spring: one from
a small merchant bank in Chi
cago, two from large investment
banks in New York, and even one
from the European Parliament in
Brussels.
Woolford, who will graduate
near the top of his class, credits
much of his success to an early
start on the job search process.
Last fall, he got a stack of resumes
together and began sending them

out to investment banks and con
sulting firms around the nation.
Then, working through UC’s
career services office, he began lin
ing up on-campus interviews with
potential employers. By January,
he had scheduled as many as 20
interviews a week.
“It was a very tiring process,
just going through all the thankyou letters,” he recalls.
In the end, Woolford accepted
the job offer with the merchant
back in Chicago, and will be mak
ing about $35,000 a year when he
starts work in August.
For other graduating seniors,
the job search is more frustrating.
Paula Simon, a nursing major at
Viterbo College in LaCrosse, Wis.,
sent her resume out to hospitals in
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
Oregon and Washington.

So far, there have been no job
offers for Simon. In fact, there
have been no interviews, either—
until today. At long last, she has
an interview in April with an Al
buquerque hospital. “I kind of,
like, begged for it,” she said.
Frustrating. Tiring. Depress
ing. As graduation looms, these
are the words many nervous se
niors are using to describe their
job search.
But the outlook for graduat
ing seniors—and there’s 1.2 mil
lion in the Class of 1996—is opti
mistic.
New college graduates can
look forward to a friendlier job
market coupled with significant
increases in starting salaries, ac
cording to a new survey by the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers.

ulty, as well as the students.”
Saturday is skit night, as com
petitors vie for cash prizes of $500,
300 and 200. Members of univer
sity organizations will showcase
their dramatic abilities with brief
skits about SHU and campus life.
Greek Weekend will come to
a close on Sunday with a carnival
in the South Lot from 3 to 8 p.m.
Students looking for a quick

fix of fast paced action can enjoy
the Scrambler, Salt and Pepper
Shaker or Ferris Wheel. Beer,
fish, cotton candy, popcorn and
lemonade will be served over
the house sounds of D.J. White
Flash.
All are invited to come and
take part in “Roamin with the
Greeks.”

The Spectrum
congratulates
SHU seniors
and wishes
them best of
luck in the
future
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Diversity through music and dance
By Bethany Treffs
News Editor
“If Westerners are giong to
understand foreign cultures they
can’t just observe them,” insists
Richard Hill, adjunct professor
of music and anthropology, “they
have to do them.”
Hill has abandoned the tra
ditional textbook and lecture style
of instruction and thrown a twist
into an exciting new course at
Sacred Heart entitled African
Rythm Latin Dance.
The course, which falls un
der the umbrella of anthropolgy,
is winding down its first year as
part of the University curricu
lum. It is also probably the only
class of its kind to be offered
anywhere in the American Uni
versity system. The focus of the
course is twofold-to learn about
the music and dance of individual
African cultures and then to
anaylze the ways in which these
individual cultures influence cul
ture globally.
“The idea is that if we look
not just at the music but also the
dancing of these cultures,” ex
plained Hill, “then we get to un
derstand another dimension of
the culture of Africa and its influ
ence on American, Latin Ameri
can and Caribbean culture.”
Hill’s unconventional sylla

bus outlines such classroom objec
tives as Souskous dancing, JuJu
dancing and the Mambo of Cuba
and New York City.
“I was skeptical at first about
the dancing aspect,” admitted se
nior Erica Clough, a psychology
major from Rutland, V.T., “but
when you see it done step by step
it’s great.”
“There’s a level of insight that
you get from doing the dances that
you can’t get from just reading about
it,” Hill said, a sentiment that sums
up the course. Which is why in
African Rythm/Latin Dance, the
emphasis is on hands-on learning.
The course is structured so that
a portion of the meetings is alloted
for lecture and class discussion of
topics ranging from the social dy
namics and communicative aspects
of music to Break dancing and Hip
Hop culture. The remaining por
tions of each class meeting is dedi
cated to the practical study and
actual performance of traditional
and popular dances from West Af
rica, the Caribbean and the United
States.
Their first-day jitters having
subsided quickly. Hill’s students
are enthusiastic about participating
in class.
“Performing the dance rr.akes
you more aware of the complexi
ties of it all,” noted Jimmy Lang, a
junior psychology major from
Trumbull.

Students in African Rhythm/Latin dance practice the Salsa during last Friday's class meeting.
Photo by Bethany Treffs
“You learn to really hear the
music when you dance to it,”
agreed first year student and Barre,
Mass., resident Carrie Kuprycz.
“You leam more about what
the people are like,” added Ven
ezuela native Michelle Giordano,
a sophmore international business
major.
By taking this course. Hill
believes that his students have been
given the tools to both scrutinize
and appreciate their own music in

a new way.
“The inner structure of Ameri
can music is very similar to tradi
tional African music in the sense
of the conversational dynamics,
interaction of instruments and the
ways in which rhythms work to
gether,” said Hill.
Having recieved his M.A. in
African studies from the Univer
sity of Ghana, Hill also teaches a
course through the SHU music
department called Drum and Song.

MONEY
APPLICATIONS FOR SHU ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE
ACCEPTED UNTIL:

3:00 PM, FRIDAY MAY 10,1996
■Mm-

These scholarships provide partial coverage of tuition costs
FOR ONE ACADEMIC YEAR. AnY UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT WHO SATIS
FIES THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA MAY APPLY.

• Cumulative grade point average of 3.4 or above, as of
DECEMBER 1995
• Successful completion of 30 or more credits of
COLLEGE COURSE WORK, AS OF MAY, 1996
• An INTENTION TO BE REGISTERED FULL-TIME DURING THE 19961997 ACADEMIC YEAR

The AWARDS are for academic merit,

not financial

NEED

Application forms are available in room N223 and the academic
support services office, room N115. Applications must be filed
BEFORE 3 P.M., May 10, 1996 IN THE ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
Office.

For further information contact:

Prof. Ralph Lim
Faculty of Financial Studies
Room N223
371-7953

Mr. Alvin Clinkscales
Multicultural Affairs
Room N115
371-7911

Hill believes that this hands on
course in learning to play African
drums is a nice complement to the
African Rythm/Latin Dance
course.
Hill sees a sense of humor
and energy in his students, and he
enjoys their ethnic diversity.
“I get a sense that people are
getting to know each other in a
way they probably wouldn’t in a
normal class, which is good,” Hill
observed.

Editorial Page

Concert raises concerns
This weekend saw one of the biggest
events in campus history take place. The
Femmes/Fugees' brought with it a university
atmosphere that allowed students to relax and
have a good time. Unfortunately they also
showed exactly why events such as this are few
and far between.
The amount of irresponsible drinking can
only sadly be coupled with the horrendous
security arrangements. Any security staff that
tries to stop students from moshing by punching
them needs to re-think their agenda.
The success of the show should not be
overlooked, however the University needs to
seriously look at what made this night good and
bad in order to make it a learning experience.
The bands were good, the crowd was behaved.
If it were not for a few drunken students
and a core of hot headed security personnel, a
good time would have been had by all.

Generation X success
We’ve been labeled terms such as Gen
eration X and Slackers. The twenty-something,
MTV generation without a clue. But for the
graduating class of ‘96 the time is now, more
then ever, to disprove these falacious stereo
types.
Making our way out of the safe and se
cure atmosphere of college and into the real
world, we have a heavy weight of responsibilty
resting on our shoulders. We are the future of
this country. We have inherited the duty of
making it a better place to live in for our chil
dren or future children.
Perhaps, some might say that it’s foolish
and naive to think anyone can have such an
impact on society. But that is why we are not
just anyone. We are someone. Each and
every one of us. And together we are strong.
As future lawyers, politicians, nurses,
managers, psycholgists, writers and so many
other occupations, we have the incredible
power to bring about change. This is why we
must take this responsibility seriously. We
must fight for what we believe in...and we will
succeed.
EDITORIAL POLICY: The editorial page(s) is an open forum;
submissions are not judged by the opinions expressed or by any
criteria not related to the quality of the writing or timliness of the
topics. The opinions expressed on the editorial page(s), whether in
signed columns or letters to the editor, are solely those of the authors.
Unsigned editorials appearing in the far left column of the first
editorial page represent the majority opinion of the Spectrum Edito
rial Board. Guest editorials and letters to the editor are welcome and
encouraged. All submissions are subject to editing for spelling,
punctuation, grammar and clarity. Letters to the editor should not
exceed 400 words and will be considered on a space-available basis.
The Spectrum does not assume copyright for any published material;
all rights are retained by the author. All submissions are reviewed
by the Editorial Board and final decisions are made by the Editor-inChief.
The Spectrum is a student-run newspaper of Sacred Heart Univer
sity, published every Thursday during the academic year. The
Spectrum office is located in the Academic Building. The phone
number is (203) 371 -7963. All mail to the Spectrum should be sent
to Sacred Heart University c/o the Spectrum, 5151 Park Avenue,
Fairfield, CT 06432-1000. The Spectrum believes all advertising to
be correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy. The advertising
deadline is seven (7) days prior to publication. For information call
(203) 371 -7966. Fax number is (203) 371 -7828.

"MOWi. IVL 301A GCUOOL PROJECT. Do WE WAVE ANY
PEPTILIZER AND DIBSEL Rja
SARA^?”

Time to say good-bye
By Jonathan McCarthy
Editor-In-Chief
When I began my term as
Editor-In-Chief, I was scared. I
didn't know what to expect or if I
had the time that was necessary to
make the paper good.
Not everyone will agree that
the paper has been
good this year, and
I will be the first to
say that we as a
medium can al
ways get better.
However I know
that it has been fun
every Thursday to
watch people pick
up the Spectrum
and eagerly look to
see what is going
on around campus.
That was my main goal when
I became Editor. I believed the
paper had at some point last year
stopped serving the University
community and I wanted to change
that. I confidently believe that we
as a staff have done so.
For many people, saying
goodbye is a tough thing. I am an
optimist and with that in mind I
don't say good-bye often. I would
rather say until next time, but I

know there will not be any next
time for this situation. This
goodbye has been long awaited by
some, (i.e. Mark French, CCO,
SG, bowlers) and I will say dreaded
by others. For me it is a time to
look back and reflect.
I remember first coming to
Sacred Heart, when South Hall
was a parking lot, when the Din
ing Hall was smaller
than the marketplace
and when Public Safety
was security. All the
changes that I have wit
nessed the past four
years have convinced
me that I have been a
part of something spe
cial here. I think every
one has been a part of
something special in
their own way.
For me I learned what re
sponsibility is, how to be a team
mate and most importantly about
myself. I have made many tre
mendous friends that have stood
by me through many things and
for this I am very grateful.
As editor I have made some
very strong enemies and even
stronger allies. I have learned to
always depend on myself and say
no when I couldn't get something
done.

During the past four years I
have been through many things
without much regret. I have con
stantly been called on my editorial
statements and these confronta
tions I cherish. You see, contrary
to some people's beliefs, my edi
torials were at no point fueled by
a personal vendetta by a person or
group. They were always calcu
lated responses to a lack of service
of some sort. I believed that ev
eryone that is associated with the
University is here to help the next
person's stay here beneficial. That
goes for faculty, staff, students
and groups. By constantly chal
lenging the status-quo we have
effected change. Changes that I
am very proud to be a part of.
So as I step down and pass the
reigns I am confident that as a staff
we produced some of the best pa
pers this campus has seen in some
time and without hesitation I would
do it all again.
For me it is a sad day. I have
had the times of my life and I wish
not for them to end. Sacred Heart
has grown as I have grown and I
gave and received back what I
gave. From this point on I will go
and try to make a name for myself
somewhere else. I will always
remember the heaven and the hell
and I will miss everything about
it.

NlilWS FROI^
TULSA
By CtiRis NicholsoN

CoNTRibuTINQ EdlTOR

Monday mornings are rough.
I arrive at work, park my car, get out of the
car, lock and close the door, unlock the door
with my spare key, and then I shut off the
engine.
I stumble towards the building, still sig
nificantly asleep, and then realize that I haven’t
worked in that building for two and a half
years.
So I get back into the car and drive six
miles to my current job. It’s difficult entering
the parking lot because it’s blocked by 66 cars
belonging to ex-coworkers heading out to their
current Jobs. I walk in, now ten minutes late,
just like everyone else behind me.
I’m in the kitchen spilling coffee, when
someone behind me says, “Good morning,
Chris.’’
I don’t recognize the voice, so I pause,
turn around, see Jeff, and I say, “Good morn
ing, Jeff.’’ But Jeff has already begun speaking
to somebody else, so he has not heard me say
hello. Here is where the rub begins.
What do you do when someone greets you
but he or she does not hear you return the
greeting?
You don’t want to walk away because Jeff
might think you ignored him. You don’t want
to interrupt his conversation only to say “Hi.”
But you don’t want to stand there for what
could be hours just so that when he finally
finishes speaking to the other person you can
say, “Just wanted to tell you to have a good
morning.”
“Good morning?” he’ll say. “It’s after

lunch!”
This issue arouses important questions
about stupid things. What, if anything, are the
proper responses to the intermittent ideas posed
to us each day, especially when you realize
that most short interpersonal remarks are fairly
stupid?
“Hi. How are you?” This is old and has
been dealt with before, but none of us knows
the correct answer. We know that most people
don’t really care how we are, that they only say
“How are you?” as a substitute for “Hello,”
“What’s up?” and “Yo dude.”
On the other hand (whichever hand that
may be), some people do care how you are, and
you feel you’ll disappoint them if you don’t
fess up.
What may be the fundamental question
surrounding human existence is: How do you
know who cares and who doesn’t?
Here is how: They ask, “How are you?”
You reply, “Lousy.”
If they care, they’ll ask why you feel
lousy. If they don’t care, they’ll disappear
faster than a trucker from a gay pride rally.
(Have you ever noticed that Oriental Rug
Stores are always going out of business? Even
when they’ve just opened. They’ll post a
spiffy “Grand Opening” banner, and right on
top of it another spiffy sign that reads “Going
out of Business Sale.”)
Another stupid thing people say: “If I
don’t see you, have a nice weekend.”
Oh. Well, what if you do see me? Am I
then obligated to have a crummy weekend?

That would mean that just by seeing you, my
weekend is ruined. So by wishing me well,
you actually destroyed everything for me.
Either way, I am not entirely comfortable
banking the success of my weekends on other
people’s wishes. It’s much like the “Have a
nice day” thing, but with more extensive con
sequences.
And how do you react after you emit a
single loud cough, and somebody—thinking
you sneezed—says, “God bless you”?
If you say, “I didn’t sneeze,” then you
have to explain what really happened (which
nobody wants to hear) and you have to return,
without a valid receipt, the wish of God’s
blessing (which, if you ask a Catholic, is prob
ably a sin).
Then there are people who say “Hey”
instead of “Hi,” as in: “Hey, Jeff.”
The problem is when Jeff turns around
and sdys, “Yeah?”
“Nothing. I was just saying hi.”
“Oh, I thought you said hey.”
“I did, but I always confuse you with my
horse. Sorry.”
(For those of you who have been wonder
ing: Yes, there was a sale on quotation marks
last weekend.)
And consider people who say cliches in
correctly. When there is a topic that is the
lowest of priorities (such as the price of my oilchange), it’s not “I could care less.” It’s “I
couldn’r care less.”
If you could care less, then that topic
could be anywhere but on the bottom of your
List of Things to Care About List. (Yes, that
was intentional.) But if you couldn’t care less,
that means that even the lint in your sock
drawer is more important than the price of my
oil-change.
Don’t read me wrong. I like people, and
I occasionally say all those things too. I am just
as loony as the next guy or gal. Especially on
Mondays.
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SG President elect offers thanks and grattitude
Dear Editor,
Those of you who attended
the concert hopefully enjoyed the
show for a couple of hours and
went home or left to spend time
with friends. Other than the
thoughts of buying your ticket and
getting yourself there, or remi
niscing later on, you probably
didn’t give the concert much
thought. It sort of just appeared
for your viewing pleasure. What
you probably fail to realize is the
hundreds of hours of hard work
that went on behind the scenes in
order to make the concert happen.
Although all of the volun
teers are notable, I won’t be able
to begin to mention them all. They
showed up at ten o’clock in the
morning on Saturday to set up the
stage and left around nine-thirty
that evening. Considering most
of their day was absorbed pound
ing and lifting steel and wooden
decks that weighed as much as
one hundred fifty pounds in some
cases, you would think the worst
was over.
Sunday proved to be an even
greater challenge, as the day be
gan as early as 8 a.m. and ended at
5:30 a.m. the next morning. Sun
day was spent assembling the
lights and loading equipment, pre
paring hospitality for both groups,
and setting up concessions and
safety and then breaking it all down
at the end.
Student Activities, directed
by Denise Sutphin and assisted by

A1 Precourt, and the Student
Events Team, led by Sarah
Cussins, have been preparing for
the concert all year, while still
managing to make three or more
events ^appear” for the student
body each week. Ably assisted by
Program Assistants Gearme Peloso
and Denise Leszko and veteran
SET Concert Chair Chris Hopely,
the concert you may have attended
was a product of hard work and
dedication on behalf of your peers.
The tickets you may have pur
chased would not have been avail
able without Tooch Hang’s guid
ance and leadership. Eric Wood
and Renee Sanchez kept things
under control so you could enjoy
the concert.
You may or may not realize
that major events like the Femmes/
Fugees concert. Siblings Week
end, the Winter Semi-Formal,
Greek Weekend, Parents' Week
end, Senior Week and Maya
Angelou are all a product of elbow
grease on behalf of the students
who participate in your Student
Government. The students who
have been elected or appointed go
above and beyond simply voicing
their opinions to actually plan and
implement events and changes.
The events or Hawley Lounge
renovations may be the most ob
vious visualization of their efforts,
but many things go smoothly that
may not even realize they were
ever a concern due to insight and
creativity on behalf of the Student
Government team.
I know the Student Govern

ment has had their share of bad
publicity in the past year, and 1
will be the first one to say that we
have a lot of room for improve
ment. However, before you knock
the Student Government, take a
look at the events that appear, your
student space becoming both more
comfortable and more available.
If your search leads you to the
Student Government team, ex
press your gratitude to them for
endlessly executing their thank
less jobs. If your search inspires
you, look for ways to get involved
in the CCO, SET, Greek Council,
or with your class.
Christy Ashley

Defense of
French
Dear Editor:
Asa parent of a Sacred Heart
University student, I subscribe to
the Spectrum. I read with interest
Shaena Doherty’s article “Un
friendly Financial Aid” in your
March 7 issue and felt compelled
to write a letter of rebuttal.
In July, 1994 I had a finan
cial aid concern and met with
Mark French. He was kind, con
siderate, helpful, and a perfect
gentleman. He was extremely
knowledgeable and offered ex
cellent advice. On more than one
occasion since then I have called
him and he has been accessible
each time.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Mary E. Belanger

Diversity does not
exist at SHU
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Dear Editor,
This past weekend I went oj
the school sponsored trip to Grba
Adventure. 1 was exposed to ai
awful truth about Sacred Heat
University. Weire not thi
iculturally diverse! student bod;
everyone keeps Claiming
Saturday a couple boarded thi
bus to return back to campus. The;
took a seat togeth® pear a frater
nity and sprity. Omega PM Kapp
and Delta Phi Kappa verball;
abused and harrased the coupli
ifor sitting in their seats.! Are w ‘
still in high school I won#red?;
These two clubs let the entin
campus down in terms of repre
.senting community spirit. The
swears and vulgarity these tw(
groups expressed clearly showef
a lack of respect for their peers
Tellinf off an entire bus full o'
individuals ism't the way to maki
friends folks!
Is this what culturally diversi
means? When did this fratemit;
and sority become a gang? Ii'n
ipjjalMdtheseqatnpus leadeirs ani
even R.A.fs would behave So
poorly.
We may have a diverse popw
lation in terms of origin an(
ethnicity but Ifm sorry to say wem
not united yet.
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Spring Concert stirs
things up on campus Held
The Fugees set was
shorty but sweet
Danielle Nolan
A&L Editor

As I walked up the hill from
my apartment at Jefferson Hill, I
noticed a line leading down to
West Hall. I looked for the end
and then realized it would be a
while before I would get into see
the concert Sunday night.
After a two hour wait, I
walked towards the stage and got
a spot pretty close to the front. By
now it was at least 8 p.m. The
lights dimmed and one of the
Fugees appeared with a D. J. Mix
ing music and singing a little here
and there, he seemed to be wast
ing time and doing a good job of it.
(As I later found out, Lauryn, of
the Fugees, was late arriving so
that was where the time problem
came from).
Despite the lack of time, the

Fugees can definitely put on a
non-stop show. There was never
a moment when you could not
hear music. After each song, they
either jumped into another one or
played music of another group
such as. Notorious B.I.G., Slick
Rick or Busta Rhymes.
They played electric guitars
acting like Jimi Hendrix, they
scratched records and even played
the keyboard. They showed off
their talent throughout the entire
show.
They started off with songs
from their first d\\iwm,BluntedOn
Reality, which to be honest, I do
not know the names of, but they
were songs I could get right into.
One song I was surprised not to
hear was the famous “Nappy
Heads,” their first hit ever.
They moved on to their latest
aXb\im,The Score which everyone
was anxious for. They sang “How

Many Mies,” the hyped “Fu-geela,” and of course, the song you
can always hear at Sacred Heart,
“Killing Me Softly.” Due to the
time factor, “Killing Me Softly,”
among others, were cut short. I
am sure the Fugees would put on
an even more incredible show if
time was not a factor.
After being told they only had
five minutes left, they went on to
sing Bob Marley’s “No Woman,
No Cry,” with some special guest
whom they brought out on stage
and ended with their latest hit
“Ready or Not,” my personal fa
vorite.
They jetted off stage in a mad
rush as the lights came on and the
crew ran to set up for the Violent
Femmes. The crowd dwindled as
I guess most fans were there to see
the Fugees. Rightfully so, they
got everyone screaming and danc
ing if only for a half hour.
Photo by Chris Nicholson

Femmes fail to fulfill fans ^ expectations
Patrick Me Caughey
Contributing Writer

Finally after years of waiting, I
was to see the Violent Femmes
again. The first time I saw them,
almost seven years ago, I had
barely heard of them, but now I
love them. I could not wait to see
them again. The show I saw seven
years ago was much better than
the one they put on Sunday.
Maybe it is just the school.
When I saw the Gin Blossoms two
years ago in the gym, they were
awful. Even though the Femmes
are a college classic, they were not
very good at this college.
Don’t get me wrong. They did
play their most famous songs well.
“Blister in the Sun,” “Kiss Off,”
and“American Music” were great.
The rest of the songs were not so
great, especially the part with the

horn section. I think that was my
worst concert moment ever. The
horns were so annoying.
The crowd was totally differ
ent from that of the opening act.
People who came to see the Fugees
left as soon as their set was fin
ished. The Femmes and Fugees
each had a style of their own,
therefore the crowd was very di
verse.
Most people I have talked to
only went to see one band, very
few were really excited to see both.
One student had this to say
about the Femmes, “The sound
coming from the lead singer’s
mouth was hurting my ears, so I
had to leave.”
Also, on some of the lesser
known songs the crowd did not
seem to be into the music very
much, but when the three most
popular songs came on the crowd
went nuts. Still most people were

just standing around not very into
the music.
While some were not into it,
some were into it just a little too
much. The mosh pit that formed
in the middle of the crowd was
extremely violent.
Moshing does not involve
trying to hurt people, it involves
friendly pushing and bumping of
people.
The location was good but re
ally were else is there on campus
to have a concert except the acous
tical deprived gym.
Most of the ratings I have heard
from others have been mixed.
One student said, “The
Femmes were wild man,” while
another claimed, “They are not as
good as they used to be.”
Overall Sacred Heart’s Spring
Concert received an enormous
response from folk rock and hip
hop fans.

'ER' is a real drama and a success
Corinne Waldheim
Contributing Writer

Creator Michael Crichton is
basking in the success of his run
away Thursday night hit ER.
In it’s first season, ER won
eight out of twenty-three Emmy
nominations, including Best Di
rection, Best Writing and Best
Supporting Actress.
It consistently falls in the top
ten of the Neilsen Ratings. Ac
cording to George Olund of the
Internet, “an average of 28.9 mil
lion people watch it each week.”
£■/? takes place in Chicago’s
Cook County General with some
location shoots, but it is actually
taped in Los Angeles.
It is fast paced, but slows
down long enough for the viewer
to take a breath. The staff of this
“reality-based” hospital deals with
medical problems and personal
angst.
In the show’s pilot, the audi
ence met a suicidal nurse, Carol
Hathaway. The writers originally
planned to have her commit sui

cide, but after a strong audience
response, it turned into a failed
attempt.
Julie Margulies (Hathaway)
went on to capture the Best Sup
porting Actress Emmy.
Magulies’ character dated
Doug Ross, a strapping
thirtysomething doctor with the
inability to commit due to his
father’s neglect. Now she is in
volved with EMS worker Shep
who swept her off her feet with his
wit and charm.
Hathaway’s best friend in the
hospital. Dr. Susan Lewis, has
been tackling overnight mother
hood, family problems and a blos
soming career.
You do not have to be a doc
tor to relate to this show, a refresh
ing change from the soapy dramas
of the eighties.
“It seems more real than the
other shows, “ says sophomore
Claudia Ventresca, a biology ma
jor from Bridgeport. Ventresca
continues, “its got comedy, ac
tion, and suspense.”
The show is currp/itly being
sought out for syndication, but the

TEST
YOUR
KNOWLEDGE.
A.25%
‘

Paul Kraehling
Contributing Writer

QUITTING. IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.
%08

wanted to do.”
Oscar winner Quentin
Tarentino even jumped on the ER
bandwagon directing the episode

“Motherhood.”
ER can be seen on Thursday
nights at 10 p. m. on channel 4, or
any other NBC station.

'Dead Man Walking'
is a quiet awakening

Q: How many of the people who died of lung
cancer last year were smokers?

D.80%

going price for just one episode is
over one million dollars.
ER is visually appealing with
its camera spins, stunt work and
sophisticated lighting techniques.
In one episode.the audience was
warped through time by strobe
like flashes.
The language and content are
adult-oriented, which explains its
late night time slot.
The show has spawned a new
breed of heart throbs including
George Clooney and Noah Wyle.
BeforeClooney appeared
in Facts of Life and Roseanne.
His ER fame has boiled over into
the movies. He is slated to be the
next Batman!
Noah Wyle appeared in the
widely successful movie A Few
Good Men. He originally thought
that ER would be a short-term
career move, but later found out
that it opened many doors for him.
At the 1995 International
Film Festival he said, “The great
irony about it is that the one thing
I said I would never do is the one
thing that’s given me every op
portunity to do everything I ever

B.Hl'V____
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If you are considering a degree in:

Medicine
Dental Medicine
Optometry
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Veterinary Medicine
Please contact Dr. Philip J. Krebs at 365-7630
to arrange for a Pre-Health Professions advisory
meeting. It is important that you identify yourself
as Pre-Health Professional to receive proper guid
ance and information on internships, volunteer
work, test preparation and much more

It’s not the first film that
people talk about when the sub
ject of popular films is discussed,
but Tim Robbins’ filmDeadMan
Walking is perhaps one of the
quietest surprises of the year.
Based on the book titledDcaJ
Man Walking by Sister Helen
Prejean C.S.J. (played by Susan
Sarandon), the story follows her
personal experience with
death row inmate Matthew
Poncelet (Sean Penn) who
is trying to avoid execu
tion. Now the race against
time begins.
Just when the viewer
thinks the plot of the movie
is to save Poncelet from
death by lethal injection
he/she is thrown through a
loophole.
There is no question
of Matthew Poncelet’s
guilt, but a question re
mains with the morality of
the death sentence. Sister
Helen is not the dramatic
heroine who “at the last
moment” saves Matthew’s life.
Instead she helps him own up to
his crime.
We are given a unique op
portunity to experience both the
side of the victims and the side of
the accused.
We meet the parents of the
teenagers Poncelet is accused of
killing. They show contempt for
Sister Helen because of what she
is doing for Matthew.
When she tries to meet with
them to discuss what has hap
pened, we learn ofthe deep-seeded

hatred the parents have for Mat
thew Poncelet.
Then we meet Matthew’s
family which consists of his
mother and three brothers. We
see how they are coping with the
soon-to-be loss of a family mem
ber.
When they visit Matthew
for the last time before he is
executed, there is high tension
in the room and lack of emotion,
at least until Matthew is taken
away. Now we are tom between

bit like what we would picture a
death row inmate to look like,
gives a stirring performance. His
portrayal of a man trying to save
his own life helps us to feel for
him regardless of his past actions.
We are introduced to a
rough, tough and obnoxious man
and are left with a boy who just
wants to be forgiven.
The film does not give much
in the way of cheery setting or
background. The action moves
back and forth between the prison

two sides.
Sister Helen becomes in
creasingly important to Matthew
as the movie continues. She
makes a transition from being
the “quote unquote” heroine to
playing the role of comforter
and teacher.
She helps Matthew admit
his guilt and ask for forgiveness.
To him, she becomes the love
that he has been deprived of and
that helps to comfort him in the
end.
Sean Penn, looking every

and the poor Louisiana neighbor
hood where Sister Helen does her
work.
We are not meant to see a
brighter side. Instead, we are left
to ponder the morality of the death
penalty.
Dead Man Walking, above
all, asks us to look within our
selves.
Is it right to take a man’s life
in retaliation for the murder of
another?
Every person will have a diffeent answer.

t

A special section on the 1986 Pioneer*s
National Championship Basketball Team

The dream comes full circle
Ten years ago they where
national champions, see
what several of them are
doing with their lives today
By Keith Zingler
Contributing Editor

They came to Sacred Heart
for different reasons. Some came
because they had no other op
tions, others came because SHU
offered them the best deal. Re
gardless of how they came, they
all left as champions.
The 1986 Sacred Heart men ’ s
basketball team will be forever
linked, with themselves and with
the school. They weren’t the best
team the school or New England
has ever seen, but they are the only
New England college basketball
team ever to finish their season a
national champion. They had an
uncommon magic that few ath
letes are fortunate enough to ex
perience.
“I don’t think we were fa
vored in the championship game,”
recalls Kevin Stevens. “No New
England team had ever won the
Division II national championship.
Southeast Missouri was a large
state school with an undergradu
ate population of 13,000. We had
maybe 1,700. But we’dcome from

“Those other four guys made it
easy to fit in. All I had to do was
get open and spot up” (Sacred
Heart University Magazine, Win
ter 96).
Gatling’s spot in the starting
rotation came later in the season.
Junior Kevin Stevens was forced
out of the starting line-up, late in
the season, with a dislocated ankle.
Gatling stepped up and was a role
player for the Pioneers in the tour
nament.
“Even as a freshman, I was
never really scared,” recalls
Gatling. “There was nobody
tougher than the guys on our team.”
The one thing that made the
Pioneer team of ’ 86 so special was
there unselfish style of play. They
didn’t match-up conventionally
with other teams, but this didn’t
seem to matter.
“My senior year (1986), we
had no point guard and everyone
(up front) was a small forward,”
remembers senior co-captain
Roger Younger. “But we were hard
to match up against and talented
across the board. Travis Smith was
more talented than anyone on the
team, but he held himself back.

‘The best thing that ever happened to
Keith Gatling was going to Sacred
Heartf^-Keith Gatling Class of '89
behind to beat Florida Southern in
the semifinals, and we knew we
had a chance” (Sacred Heart Uni
versity Magazine, Winter 96).
Great teams are hardly ever
the best, but they have a certain
attitude that more talented teams
just can’t seem to find. This year,
UConn’s men's basketball team
had the talent, but the desire was
suspect.
Ten years ago, the Pioneers
had a mix of over-achieving vet
erans and talented young rookies.
Senior co-captain Joe Jackson
wasn’t recruited by any other
schools (out of high school), as
was as fellow senior Keith John
son. Senior Travis Smith came to
Sacred Heart as a sought after
Division 1 prospect. Then there
were the two freshman, Keith
Gatling and Tony Judkins. Both
stepped up big for the Pioneers
during the season.
“Two weeks before the first
game. Coach Bike told me I’d be
starting,” remembers Judkins.

Without question winning the na
tional championship was an un
real experience” (Sacred Heart
University Magazine, Winter 96).
The 1986 team wasn’t the
most talented Sacred Heart team,
and they will be the first /mes to
point that out, but they were the
closest team off the field. If they
had any feelings of envy against
one another they did a find job of
hiding it.
“One of my favorite memo
ries of that season was the close
ness that was brought between
Robert Younger and myself,” re
members Travis Smith. “We got
into a verbal argument at the house.
I can’t even remember what the
argument was about. We had to
take a bus to get to the school and
we worked things out on the bus.
We have been close since then.”
Joe Jackson
Police Ojficer

The members of that team

Keith Johnson takes it to the hoop against the University of Bridgeport. He would go on to finish the
season first in rebounds and second in scoring.
didn’t care about personal num
bers or goals, they just wanted to
win. Jackson told Coach Bike he
didn’t want to start, all he cared
about was who finished. That same
type of spirit makes Joe a valuable
member of the Ansonia Police De
partment today.
“The whole season was so
memorable,” recalls Jackson.” I
really enjoyed playing for the fans.
The championship definitely
means more to me today. After we
won, it was like what do we do
from here.”
Jackson moved on with his
life from there. He was hired by
the Ansonia Police Department
right out of Sacred Heart. Unlike a
few of his fellow Pioneer team
mates, Jackson wasn’t given an
opportunity to play professional
basketball. Although for most col
lege basketball players who had
the opportunity to play in champi

onship basketball games, the big
gest regret for them would be not
turning pro, not for Joe.
“If I could have done things
differently, the one thing that I
would have changed would have
been my freshman year,” com
mented Jackson. “I would have
sat out and red-shirted.”
Even though everything hap
pened ten years ago, his accom
plishments are still admired to
day. "People come up to me all the
time and remembered what hap
pened. Little kids look-up to us.
When I go to the barbershop, kids
are always asking to see my ring."
Life after the championship
hasn’t exactly been boring, for the
Pioneer sixth man. “Three years
ago, while I was off duty in Bridge
port, someone thought I was some
one different. They took some
shots at me,” says Jackson. The
incident has had a profound effect

on his life. “Every day you have to
appreciate life. I don’t worry about
yesterday because it passed, and I
don’t worry about tomorrow be
cause it isn’t here.”
Another event that trans
formed Jackson ’ s life was the birth
of his 2 and 1/2 year old daughter
Candice. “She is a very beautiful
young lady. She makes me appre
ciate life a little bit more.”
Pioneer Head Coach David
Bike has also had an impact on the
former Pioneer overachiever.
“Coach Bike taught me to appre
ciate school and playing the game
of basketball.”
The former captain has
learned to appreciate the opportu
nities that being a scholarship ath
lete has given him. “It hurts to see
the program like this. The players
are given it their all, but I guess
with the finical situation it isn’t
enough. They shouldn’t cut-off
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The ring (championship) helps out
a lot. They see the ring and know
I did it. I’m not just talking. For
many of them this is their last
straw before facing more serious
punishment. For others this is the
last step before they are released
from prison.”
Travis is the type that leads
by example. He wants others to
know that there are opportunities
out there. Smith takes pride in
being a role model, much in the
way Coach Bike was a role model

Keith Johnson
Polisher

Another former Pioneer who
feels that Sacred Heart should re
instate scholarships, is former 6-4
center Keith Johnson. “Going to
Division I should help out the pro
gram, but without scholarships
there is only so much they can
do.”
Johnson played all four years

was given job opportunities just because I
came to Sacred Heart. I was more than
qualified to do the job, but it helped that the
person who hired me was an SHU alumni and
followed the team.”-Travis Smith
‘7

Co-captin Roger Younger tries to use a little speed to get past this UB player. Younger moved to Las
Vegas this past winter.

scholarships. Kids just don’t get
the same chance without them.
Sacred Heart needs to change the
limit of scholarships. They need
to be able to get that one player
that can get them over the hump.”
Jackson believes that a future move
to Division I won ’ t be too success
ful without scholarships.
His future looks just as bright
as his past. He hopes to get out of
law enforcement ten years from
now and open up his own private
investigation business. He cur
rently has a girlfriend and keeps in
touch with former teammates, in
cluding fellow stand-out Travis
Smith. Smith, who works at a half
way house in New Haven, sees
Joe on a professional basis.
Travis Smith
Recreation Coordinator

While Jackson was the clas
sic overachiever. Smith was the
team superstar. He was the most
talented member of that Sacred
Heart team and didn’t allow his
abilities to overshadow his team
mates. He played within himself
and allowed his teammates and
himself to gel together.
“During the 1986 season, the
championship didn’thitme,” says
Smith. “We had to win a couple of

big-time colleges,” adds Smith.
Although he was disap
pointed that he didn’t play in the
NBA, he doesn’t regret playing in
Chile. “It was a great experience,”
exclaims Smith. “I was able to
pick-up a second language, while
being paid to play basketball. I
also realized that there are a lot of
things we as Arnericahs take for
granted. Things like toilet paper
and chocolate are scarce commodi
ties there.”
Travis also had the opportu
nity to play professionally in the
States. He toured with the Harlem
Magicians, which gave him the
opportunity to play at Sacred Heart
again (as a member of the Magi
cians). Also, he played in the CB A
with the Cedar Rapids and the
Tulsa Fast Breakers. Although he
had plenty of great experiences in
the States, nothing could compare
with playing in Chile.
“It was sometimes difficult
playing in Chile,” states Smith. “I
was able to understand what it was
like to deal with the magnitude of
celebrity that NBA players have
to deal with. Not only was it diffi
cult for us to go to the mall, be
cause we would get swarmed with
autograph seekers, but people also
wanted money. They thought that
because we were from America

ate has helped Smith with more
things than just his basketball ca
reer. “I was given job opportuni
ties just because I came to Sacred
Heart,” explains Smith. “I was
more than qualified to do the job
(his current job at a half-way
house), but it helped me that the
per§on who hired me was an SHU
alumni and followed the team.”
Smith is able to use his cham
pionship experience to connect
with the teenagers he counsels.
Each young adult enters the house
for six months at a time. It is
usually a last resort before incorri
gible youths are sent to prison.
“When I counsel guys, I al
ways find time to point out that I
did it. Kids come along who have
great futures in basketball and I
can tell them that it isn’t too late.

for him. “I learned the importance
of being on time. He taught me to
go to school, and most impor
tantly, not to get hurt.”
Smith is opinionated about
the scholarship situation because
of the way it takes opportunities
away from the young men he
works with.
“I disagree with the scholarship
situation. I wouldn’t have been
able to afford Sacred Heart with
out a scholarship. I would have
gone to Boston College,” exclaims
Smith. “If you tell Coach Bike
that though he will laugh. He al
ways asks me why I didn’t go to
BC. Well they only offered me a
one-year scholarship and the next
four years would be based on the
way I played my freshman year.
Sacred Heart offered me a full
five-year scholarship, so that’s
why I went here.”

at Sacred Heart, but never gradu
ated. “I need about 15 credits to
get my degree,” explains John
son. “I have been looking into
going to Gateway and finishing
up.”
The championship season
meant more to Johnson in 1986.
“We had to work really hard to get
where we ended up,” says John
son. Keith has had time to put the
season in perspective and feels the
accomplishments of that season
don’t have much of an affect on
his life today.
After the season, Johnson was
given the opportunity to play pro
fessional basketball overseas. He
ended up passing on the opportu
nity. “I could have gone overseas,
but I was going to get married and
I didn’t want to go to Ireland,”

Continued on page 12

"People come up to me all the time and
remembered what happened. Little kids look
up to us. When I go to the barber shop kids are
always asking to see my ring. "-Joe Jackson

tournaments to get to that point
and the championship game just
felt like another tournament. I re
ceived a proclamation from the
city of New Haven. This year I
found myself reading the paper
and I was in a 'Where are they now
section?' I didn’t think many would
still remember and that I would
still be in the papers.”
Unlike Jackson, Smith did
have the opportunity to play pro
fessional basketball. After try-outs
with the Clippers and the Nets,
Travis went to play in professional
leagues in Chile. “All the NBA
scouts looked for was players from

and played professional basket
ball, we were loaded. I have never
seen poverty like I saw over there.
I can tell kids here in New Haven
that things could be a lot worse.”
Travis has worked in a New
Haven half-way house for the past
three years. He did take a leave of
absence to pursue one last chance
at a pro career. “They called from
Chile last year and needed a player
for the play-offs. They tempt you
with six-figure contracts if you
play well. The team didn’t make
the play-offs, and I came back
home after a couple of games.”
Being a Sacred Heart gradu

Freshman Tony Judkins and the rest of the Pioneers flew far above the competition in 1986.

The 1986 Pioneers FIRST ROW: Co-captains Joe Jackson and Roger Younger. SECOND ROW: Manager Fred Ulbrick, Coach Dave Bike, Keith RAdo, Keith Johnson,
Tony Judkins, Kevin Stevens, Jim Regis, Keith Gatling, Ed Jurin, Travis Smith, Howie White, Assistant Coach Bob Jenkins.

at work helping out with manage
ment.
The former hoopster still finds
explains Johnson.
Keith did marry and now is time to play in recreation leagues
the proud father of two beautiful around Hamden and West Haven.
girls, Jasmine 4 and six-month old He spends the rest of his time with
Jayba. He currently works at Tur family and friends.
Johnson was pleasantly sur
bine Components, in Branford, as
prised
by the reception the team
a polisher. He also spends his time

Continued from page 9

received during Alumni Day. “I
wasn’t expecting anything like
that.”
Keith Gatling

Investigator
A Pioneer who wasn’t all that
surprised by the celebration was

Keith Gatling.
“A lot of people still recog
nize our accomplishments,” said
Gatling, a freshman on the cham
pionship team. “It was a special
team with a lot of confidence. We
didn’t think that we would lose
and the four times that we did lose
it was a shock. The whole team
was down to earth. If you met
them on the street you would love
them.” Gatling stepped up big for
the Pioneers when senior Kevin
Stevens went down with a dislo
cated ankle.
“The best thing about that

seas, but decided it wasn’t worth
it. “I didn’t think that it was worth
leaving the country to play,” ex
plains Gatling. “The language bar
rier would have been a huge prob
lem and my heart just wasn’t into
it anymore.”
Basketball wasn’t Gatling’s
top priority at Sacred Heart, edu
cation was. He has Coach Bike to
thank for that! “He told us never to
do anything half-hearted. Many
people don’t know this, but he
always preached education. We
had to meet a standard grade point
average to get our championship

“He (Coach Bike) told us never to do anything
half-hearted. Many people donf know this, but
he always preached education. We had to meet
a standard grade point average to get our
championship rings. He taught me to give a
person what they deserve.”-Keith Gatling

Members of the team take a breathier on the bench during a game.

whole season was the relation rings. He taught me to give a per
ships I built with the other play son what they deserve.”
Keith believes that Sacred
ers,” adds Gatling. “Too long a
time doesn’t pass before all of us Heart deserves the best and sees
the schools growth as positive. “It
get together.”
Championship seasons usu is good as long as they put their
ally tend to put positive spins on best foot forward. Change is good.
life. “I realized that if you believe The school should become all that
things will come true, if you work they can be. I just hope the school
hard, things will happen for you,” remembers to educate, not just
comments Gatling. “The whole ship students out.”
“I also think that the school
year has never been duplicated.
Each year it goes by it becomes moving to DI is good. It won’t
more special. It didn’t hit me for effect what we did. No matter what
years. Kevin Stevens told us in the happens, they can’t take that (the
locker room, after the game, that championship) away from me. I
we wouldn’t appreciate this for learned to overlook things and not
to get bothered by what others
years.”
Things have happened for might say.”
Keith graduated from Sacred
Keith. He currently works for the
State of Connecticut, investigat Heart in 1989. His plans for the
ing welfare fraud, covering the future are to marry and to raise a
shoreline from Stratford to Stam family.
“I have learned to cherish the
ford. He likes his job because he
believes that people have to be little things in life. I am proud of
law abiding citizens. “I try to help the person that I turned out to be.
them get back on the straight and You can quote me on this ‘The
narrow. We want to help them not best thing that ever happened to
Keith Gatling was going to Sacred
make the same mistakes.”
Before Gatling started work Heart.'”
Sacred Heart could say the
ing for the state, he had a chance to
same
about all the men on that
play professional basketball over
1986 basketball team.
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All Residence Hall Students
Students must plan to be out of their room 24 hours after their last final OR Wednesday
(5/15) at 10 AM which ever comes first. Anyone who violates policy after their last final,
may be asked to immediately vacate the hall by a RHD or the RHD on duty.
Anyone who does not turn in there keys will be billed $35.00 for a lock change per lock ($5 for
each card key). There is also a $50.00 improper check out charge if a student does not check
out with an RA before leaving for the semester.
Before you leave:
1. You must remove all your belongings.
2. Please take your trash out to the dumpster. You may not check out until the room/apartment is
reasonably clean. Your room must be in good condition before you ask the RA to check you out.
3. Then the RA and the resident can go through the room identifying any damage.
4. You turn in all keys (Taft Residents: Garage Door Openers).
5. The RA locks the room when he/she leaves.

Job Opportunities — Summer Conference Positions
If you like to work a challenging job with many different tasks, please stop by the
Student Life Office and pick up an application.

Pul AW on
your resume
hefijiv you graduate
1996 FALL MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in our 7-day
on-campus marketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
bonuses. Must be available 1-2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. We need;

AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event
implementation, daily management &
training of student group Requires
strong leadership ability. Prior management/sales-related experience a plus.

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To manage a group of students on a
daily basis and assist with overall event
implementation. Sales/leadership experi
ence a plus.

AT&T STUDENT
REP/CAMPUS GROUP
To act as our on-campus representatives.
Mu.st be outgoing and sales-oriented.
To find out more about the.se great
opportunities, call 1 800 592-2121, ext.
336 or 337. Or send resume to Campus
Dimensions. Inc., AT&T Recruitment,
Attn.: TP, 1717 Arch Street, 33rd floor,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, or fax: 215 568-1701.
Equal Opportunity Employer

fART
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m 10 RCASOHS WHY YOU SHOULD
RARTieimc
IH
SHU BOOmORC'S BUYBACK
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Need 400-^
I. Ciirraii/Chambers (HI 101) package 2nd ed. $30.75

Need 200+
2. Angel- Survey of Mathematics 4th ed. $25.75
3. Axelrod- St. Martin's Guide (+ pocket guide) 4th ed. $17.25
4. Bradbury- Fahrenheit 451 $3.25
5. Verderber-Communicate!! 8th ed. $17.50

Need 100-\6. American Chemical Society- Chemistry in Context '94 $25.50
7. Freud-Future of an Illusion $3.50
8. Johnson- Elementary Statistics 7th ed. $30.25
9. Smith- World's Religions '91 $6.75
10. Samaha- Criminal Justice 3rd ed. $28.50

$
Now's your chance to get cash for those used textbooks
Bring 'em in to Book Buyback
At Your Official

Sacred Heart University Bookstore
Academic Building
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Student strong in faith and motion
By Michele Herrmann

Features Editor
Being energetic helps with
handling a busy schedule.
A love of people and life is
an important plus. And, don’t
forget an essential element—
faith. Combine these together;
this mixture is what flows inside
senior Claudine Lapierre.
“I always have to stay ac
tive,” she says. A day in the life
of Claudine could be spent at her
job as a social worker for Church
State School in Hamden, as a
Residential Assistant or as Presi
dent of the Campus Ministry
Council.
“I enjoy the time (I spend)
running around and trying to do
things,” Claudine says.
She’s leaning back in her
chair with a green sweatshirt and
black jersey shorts on. Fresh
from a workout. She takes half
an hour out of each day to do this,
she says.
Her curly blonde hair is
pulled back. Her face relaxes, but
lights up each time she talks about
subjects like her family and her
faith.
She is close to her parents,
Claude and Linda, and her three

older brothers, Steven, Brian, and
David. Growing up in Hebron,
Conn., a small country-like town,
she taught CCD classes for first
graders, and ran a youth group
along with other teenagers. She
has also been active at her church,
St. John Fisher.
When the time for applying
to colleges eame, Claudine knew
what she wanted. “I wanted to go
to a Catholic university. When I
was accepted her, I stopped ap
plying to other schools.”
Claudine joined many vari
ous activities ranging from Stu
dent Government to the Women ’ s
Lacrosse team. “I haven’t stuck
with them, but I (tried) all as
pects.” However, there is one
organization she remains seri
ously involved in.
As a freshman, when she be
came a member of Campus Min
istry, it had 15 members and was
located in Hawley Lounge. To
day, Campus Ministry is a large
and active association of the Uni
versity.
Claudine has also evolved.
As president of Campus Ministry
Council, she oversees the work of
10 student service-oriented
groups. She is the also the presi
dent of Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
and is a Eucharistic minister.

“She has encouraged people
to grow and gain responsibil
ity,” said Tricia Leonard Pasley,
a campus lay minister. “She
really helps younger students de
velop leadership roles in them
selves which is exactly what a
leader should do.”
And this leader was recog
nized for her work. Claudine
received the College Women’s
Leadership Award from the Na
tional Council of Catholic
Women on Apr. 20. Only four
of these are given to female se
niors attending a Catholic col
lege in this state.
“Fve always had a strong
faith and Sacred Heart has al
lowed me to strengthen my faith
in different aspects,” says
Claudine.
Being an R.A. is another
involvement. “I love people. It
gives me an outlet to meet people
on campus and to help them
with anything they need.”
She has held floor dinners,
a trip to the Norwalk Maritime
Center and, last year, took her
residents apple picking.
One memory she enjoys
happened at Christmas time.
“One night I put up small deco
rations. All my residents came
out and decorated the whole

Senior Claudine Lapierr^^bntributed photo
floor. It took us six hours.”
One of her residents, a
sophomore, says, “She’s prob
ably the most down to earth R.A.
Claudine acts more as a friend
than an authority figure.”
Cara Broussard, a sopho
more from North Andover,
Mass., has known her as a R.A.,

a co-worker and a friend. “She
always brings humor on some of
the things we work on. I know I
can go to her if I have a problem,
but I can also joke around with
her.”
A social work major,
Claudine would like to work with
either the elderly or children.

Perspective:

Senior Scholars program shines

By Jonathan McCarthy

Editor-In-Chief
When I first came to Sacred
Heart, I was told by my admis
sions counselor, “the University
is what you make it.” For the
past four years I took his sugges
tion to heart and got involved in
as many ways as I could.
Unfortunately for me there
was one opportunity that I was
granted and didn't accept. That
was the Senior Scholars program.
I say unfortunately because
now as a senior, getting ready to
graduate, I look at all my peers
who are ready to join the work
force and I see first hand how
tremendously the program
worked for them. Under the
direction of Ann Scheuer and
Mary Ann Matthews, the pro
gram has placed Sacred Heart
students in top companies, firms
and law schools.

However their suecess with
the students they have helped
goes way beyond just getting
them a job.
“They taught us about
ourselves,’’explained senior Kim
Lucynski who will be attending
Syracuse Law School in the fall.
“They showed us all the things
we had to offer, even the things
we didn't recognize ourselves.”
The program is a very in
tensive, year long commitment
that goes far beyond simple job
placement.
Since April of last year, the
Senior Scholars program has
brought over 55 corporations to
campus in order for them to see
first hand what the University
has to offer.
“It fs a real pleasure to in
troduce our students to
corporations,”stated Matthews.
Students involved in the pro
gram are taught resume writing
skills, interviewing skills, how

to dress for success and most
importantly what they have to
offer.
“It's as if you have the mostbeautiful child in the world and
you get to watch them grow and
blossom until finally you take
them to the altar to marry
off,”explained a smiling Scheuer.
For this year's program there
was an advisory board set up to
help bring the best corporations
to campus and to give the stu
dents the best chance to prepare
for the real world.
This board consists of top
decision makers from compa
nies such as: Rayonier Inc., the
IRS, Long Island Railroad/MTA,
People's Bank, Automatic Data
Processing, Avon, Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance, General
Electric, Dreyfus Corp., Howmet
Corp. and St. Paul Fire & Marine
Insurance Company.
The work that both
Matthews and Scheuer do is

taken seriously by the students
because they both have experi
ence in the corporate world.
“Ann's been there and done
it. She Is their real world voice,”
stated Matthews.
This is not an easy program
however.
“You need to make a com
mitment to us in order for us to
make a commitment to you,”said
Scheuer.
Senior Scholars have break
fast where they meet with these
corporations representatives and
ask and answer questions.
By doing so they get to fine
tune their presenting skills and
begin to function well in the so
cial atmosphere.
So far this year, the program
has placed 27 seniors in top cor
porations or graduate schools.
“They do everything pos
sible to help you once you make
the initial commitment,”explained

Lucynski.
“When I was accepted to
Syracuse, I had a problem with
my financial aid. Ann got some
one from Columbia Law School
to give them a call and help me
out. They both are fantastic,”
she said.
“We help students begin to
take themselves seriously,”said
Matthews.
“We are able to watch their
dreams grow,” followed
Scheuer.
“They helped my under
stand myself and allowed me to
take myself more seriously as
well as helped place me in the
workforce,” explained senior
Dennis Lafaille, who will take a
position with People's Bank.
The program which has
grown in tremendous leaps and
bounds shows no signs of slow
ing down and is an opportunity
that should in no way be missed.
My only regret is that I over
looked it.
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'The best thing Flik has hired.'
By Gina Norelli
Assistant Features Editor

She scurries around the
noisy dining hall with a dish
cloth, spray bottle, and a mis
sion: to keep the dining hall
spotless. That is her job de
scription, but she does more;
she brightens the lives of the
people she comes in contact
with.
“Did you find everything
you were looking for?” she
may ask a person reaching for
silverware and napkins. They
may look surprised that some
one is so concerned about such
small matter, but to her, it’s
important.
“You have yourself a nice
day, love,” she says. She is the
type of person that reminds
you of your favorite relative, a
model grandmother—genu
inely sweet and full of love.
She comes over to talk to
me, but cleans off the table
before she sits down.
“My name is Marie
Melisi. Not Maria, because I
haven’t reached as high as the
Virgin Mary yet,” she says
modestly.
Simone Poutot, a sopho
more criminal justice major
from Madison, Conn., says,
“Marie is a real sweet lady,
who smiles and says hello
whenever I see her. Some
times she even hands me nap
kins when I need them. How
can she be so happy working
so much?”
"I love her, she's great.
She's the best thing Hik has
hired," says Davis, one of
Marie's co-workers.

Marie couldn’t be happier
working part-time for Flik.
Even when the dining hall is
chaotic, she remains in perfect
peace.
“My happy attitude is be
cause I like people, young
people, the outdoors, flowers.
The simplest things make me
happy. I thank the Lord each
day when I wake up,” she says.
“I’ve had my aches and pains,
but he had his aches and pains
too, dying on the cross for us.”
Marie and her husband
Carlo, who reside in Bridge
port, have been married for 55
years. “You’ve got to work on

she has of her children’s child
hoods, she also relishes her
own. “I had a good mother. A
very good mother.”
Marie, who has always
been energetic, has done many
things. She has worked in fac
tories, learned typing shorthand
and bookkeeping at business
school, and was a switchboard
operator. She also worked at a
restaurant for 14 years. She
had to get up at 4:30 a.m. to be
there for 5:00 a.m.
When people asked her
why she was so talkative at
such an early hour, she said,
“Look, I had my mouth closed

all night!”
Some of her favorite things
to do are cook, shop, watch soap
operas and read. “Your mind is
alert ifyou are willing to learn. It
expands if you read different
things,” she says.
Marie wishes that today’s
generation will take to heart some
of the wisdom of the older gen
eration.
“If I had to be young today.
I’d be afraid. Today everyone
has so much tehsion and stress.
It’s not easy,” she sighs.
When she sees someone
with a problem, she empathizes.
“I pray that God will help

them find their way.”
Marie’s main goal is not a
worldly one.
“I hope I make heaven
someday. I hope when I stand
before my maker, he will be
good to me.”
She smiles. “Even if I die
today, I have no regrets.”

"Always reach for
higher up, since you
always have the
opportunity to hit
rock bottom. "

"Don't worry too
much. We worry
needlessly, when nine
times out often, it
doesn't even come
true. Take one day at
a time. That's my
motto."
it all the time. It’s not easy,
believe me. You have to care
what goes on,” she says about a
successful marriage.
She compares a happy mar
riage to a vase of flowers; if you
don’t keep adding water, the
flowers will die.
The Melisi’s have four
grown children: a daughter Anna,
and three sons, Carl, Angelo and
Matthew—who works with the
SHU Karate Program. “I called
my children my jewels when they
were small,” says Marie.
Besides the fond memory

Pain and healing in Salem
By Marykay Welch
Contributing Writer

Two weeks ago, the Faculty
of Communications Studies pre
sented “The Crucible” by Arthur
Miller to the university commu
nity. This play is an example of
what can happen when jealousy,
envy and fear occur in a town.
Much of this play is histori
cally correct. During the Winter
of 1691 and 1692, acircle of girls
began meeting at Reverend

Samuel Parris’ house to practice
palmistry, magic, and spiritual
ism. They were led by the Parris ’
servant, Tituba. These girls in
cluded Elizabeth Parris, Abigail
Williams and Mercy Lewis.
When Arthur Miller wrote
the play he changed the stories of
some of the other girls involved.
Young Ann Putnam, known as
Ruth in the play, is considered by
historians to be one of the lead
ing agents in the conflict that
followed because of her families
social status and her amazing

A rose adorns the name of one of the conticted victims.

imagination. She is mentioned
in the play, but is never seen.
Another person, whose role
is different, is Mary Warren, the
servant for the Proctor family.

Countless lives were
changed forever.
She supposedly had mali
cious feelings toward her em
ployers. In "The Crucible,"
these feelings don’t seem to
exist.
The witchcraft scare began
when these girls started scream
ing in public and dropped to the
floor for no reason. The only
explanation the village doctor
could offer was that the girls
were possessed by the Devil.
On Feb. 29,1692, warrants
were issued for the arrest of
Tituba, Sarah Goode and Sarah
Osbourn.
Sarah Goode’s 4 year-old
daughter, Dorcas, had been im
prisoned for almost eight
months, and her unnamed new
born died while she stayed in
prison.
On July 19, 1692, Sarah

lost her life on Gallows Hill.
Elizabeth Proctor, pregnant
at the time, became a widow
when her husband, John, was
hanged on Aug. 19. Elizabeth
was convicted as well, but was
not hung due to her condition.
No one knows where the
victims were buried. One story
says that their bodies were placed
into a shallow grave inside a
stone’s crevice on Gallows Hill.
One victim’s body, Rebecca
Nurse, was saved from this fate.
Her family reclaimed the body
and secretly buried it near her
home.
The witch craft fever died
down 10 months later. At the
end, 19 people were hanged, and
one man, Giles Cory, was pressed
to death by stones. Most, if not
all, of these people were inno
cent of any crime.
In the Summer of 1992, the
Witch Trials Memorial was
erected to honor those people
who lost their lives. The memo
rial contains stone slabs with the
names and dates of the people
who were hanged.
The area surrounds a small
park. Near the entrance is a

threshold engraved with the vic
tims’ remarks protesting their in
nocence.
Eight black locust trees serve
as reminders too, because vic
tims were hung from this kind of
wood.
At the time of the 300 year
anniversary, the Essex Museum
displayed an exhibit of documents
used during the trials. A descen
dant of John Hawthorne, a mag
istrate who oversaw the begin
ning of the witch hunt, sent a
thank you letter to the museum.
“The family owes someone
an apology even now,” it said.
Now 304 years later, there is
still no knowledge of the direct
cause of the witch hunts.
Many historians believe that
a wet winter led to the presence
of ergot, a delusion causing fun
gus in the grain supply.
Still, others think the girls
were victims of post-traumatic
stress syndrome as a result of
their boring lives or abuse from
strict parents.
Countless lives were
changed forever. It's in their
memory that theWitch Trial Me
morial and "The Crucible" exist.
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Do you feel shy?

Science gives feedback on age-old question
By Michele Herrmann
Features Editor

It’s defined as “timid,” “with
drawn” and “to avoid contact with
others” in “Webster’s Dictio
nary,” but shyness is a personal
battle.
One out of every two people
considers themselves to be shy,
according to psychologists
Bernardo Carducci and Philip
Zimbardo. The shyness they feel
around people either paralyses
their ability to communicate or
shakes up their personal comfort.
Only 15 to 20 percent of shy
people fit the image of being pub
licly shy, according to their ar
ticle in “Psychology Today”
magazine. This type of person is
easily spotted because their pain
is clearly shown. They avoid
social events. If they are in a
conversation, they cannot make
eye contact and have difficulty
with answering questions. Their
words stumble out.
The remaining 80 to 85 per
cent are considered to be privately
shy. Their shyness hits hard
within, creating “personal havoc,”
says University of Pittsburgh psy

rm

chologist Paul Pilkonis. Even
though they appear fine on the
outside, on the inside, they are
self-critical. They chide them
selves for being awkward and
wonder if the person they are
talking to actually likes them.
“Even though these people
do fairly well socially, they have
a lot of negative self-thought go
ing on in their heads,” Pilkonis
said.
People who spend time alone
are not always shy. They enjoy
talking to people, but feel the
need for solitude. “A lot of people
called shy are actually introverts,
meaning that they don’t really
want to be around that many
people,” said Wellness Center
Counselor Jocelyn Novella.
Shy people like people too,
but they lack social skills and
self-esteem that enable them
selves to be with others.
As children, parents become
our first emotionally formed bond.
This first attachment “becomes
the blueprint for all later relation
ships.” If the relationship is dif
ficult, a child develops an inner
sense of problems in all of his or
her relationships. A child thinks
that no one will like him or her.
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TIPS ON SHYNESS
(FROM PSYCHOLOGY TODAY)
SMILE AND MAKE EYE CONTACT.
STOP ASSUMING THE WORST. IN EXPECTING THE WORST,
SHY PEOPLE UNDERMINE THEMSELVES—THEY GET
NERVOUS, START TO STUTTER, AND FORGET WHAT THEY
WANTED TO SAY.
LEARN TO TAKE REJECTION. TRY NOT TO TAKE IT PER
SONALLY; IT MAY HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU.

V_____________________ ______________________ J

If adults are not shy during
childhood, (studies show 15 to
20 percent of infants are bom
shyX where does it come from?
Along the way, answers Carducci
and Zimbardo in “Today.” Shy
ness could result in changes in
relationships during adolescence,
or from overwhelming occur
rences such as divorce or loss of
job.
In an aggressive, takecharge society, shy people try to
find their place in it. They don’t
fight for personal attention. Shy
ness can lead the way to loneli
ness, since shy people often avoid
socializing. And, by not devel
oping close friends, shy people
are more vulnerable to risk, says
Carducci. With close friends,
feelings can be shared, and wor
ries can be calmed.
Zimbardo says that shy
people waste time in social situ
ations by “deliberating and hast
ing”-—thinking about past con
versation that have started off
well and declined. Or, they may

concentrate too much on their
thoughts and feelings on how the
conversation will end. “Concern
for consequences always makes
you feel somewhat anxious. And
that anxiety will impair the shy
person’s performance,” says
Zimbardo.
However, shy people do
have positive qualities. They
haveaknackforlistening. “They
are more interested in listening
rather than talking,” says No
vella. And some shy children
have been found to be more
empathetic.
Some students have felt that
their level of shyness has
changed.
“I don’t think I’m shy as I
used to. I can approach people I
don’t know,” says a male stu
dent. He feels his shyness came
from his background.
“My father is an alcoholic,
so I think I was embarrassed a lot
by the things he did in public.
And I would close up and shy
away from people because of

what they would say.
“That’s how I used to think,
but now I’m becoming more
comfortable with myself and how
others feel. Ijustwantedtobean
individual and not worry about
anything,”he adds.
One female says, “Before
college, I talked to people just
about little things. I was very
nervous around people, and they
would tease me about that. I
would close up and stay quiet
because I didn’t want to get hurt.
“Now being here, I have
been able to have close friends
that I feel comfortable around.”
College is a new place for
freshmen to start over and for
upperclassmen to still meet new
people.
“If you ’re unhappy with shy
ness, it’s easier to make that
change, to become more outgo
ing. When you come to college,
people don’t know you yet, so
you can start over,” says No
vella.

College papers get scoop on Unabomber
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service

Former colleagues and
classmates of Unabomber sus
pect Theodore John Kaczynski
expressed surprised that the
quiet, studious man they knew
could be responsible for an 18year deadly bombing spree.
Even as federal investiga
tors continued to search for clues
that would link the reclusive
former mathematics professor
to the Unabomber attacks, those
who knew him shared their
thoughts to college reporters.
Ron Muersch, who gradu
ated from a suburban Chicago
high school with Kaczynski, told
the Daily Northwestern he
couldn’t remember who the re
clusive teenager’s friends were.
“I remember that he was
very quiet,” said Muersch, now
a police detective.
Northwestern’s campus
was the target of the
Unabomber’s first two attacks
in the course of an 18-year

bombing spree that would kill
three and injure 23 others.
“We were in kind of a spe
cial situation here at Northwest
ern, because [the story] hit so
close to home,” explains Heather
Lalley, a junior and assistant
managing editor at the Daily
Northwestern. “It’s been on the*
minds of a lot of students, be
cause it’s gone on so long.”
The arrest answered an im
portant question for many North
western students, adds Dennis
Brack, a junior who is the editorin-chief of the Daily Northwest
ern.
“There’s been so much
speculation that he went here,”
Brack said. “That kind of put that
all to an end.”
The opposite was true at
Harvard University and the Uni
versity of Michigan-Ann Arbor,
where student reporters found
themselves writing about one of
their own.
Kaczynski received a
bachelor’s degree in mathemat
ics from Harvard in 1962; he
completed his Ph.D. in the same

subject at Michigan in 1967.
According to the Harvard
Crimson, Kaczynski was re
membered by some classmates
as a serious student, although
quiet.
“I think he was a pretty

'7 remember he

was

very quiet.''
good math major. I knew the
name, and I knew of him,”
Donald P. Ballou, a graduate of
the class of 1962 and a fellow
mathematics concentrator.
Valerie MacMillan, a
Harvard University sophomore
and news reporter at The Crim
son, said she and other reporters
immediately began calling
alumni who might have known
Kaczynski.
“That wasn’t very fruitful,”
she said, explaining that many
alumni had troubling recalling a
quiet classmate they may have
known more than 30 years ago.
Several professors who

knew Kaczynski, such as his
adviser, are dead, she added.
As far as reaction on the
Harvard campus, “people are
surprised. People are talking
about it,” MacMillan said.
But, “it would be different
if it was a current student,” she
added. “It was 1962—obviously
none of us were here.”
Several professors at
Michigan did remember
Kaczynski, who spent his gradu
ate years there before accepting
a short-lived job teaching math
at the University of CalifomiaBerkleley.
Michigan mathematics
professor Peter Duren, who
worked with Kaczynski on his
doctoral thesis described him to
The Michigan Daily as “indi
vidualistic and meticulously
neat.”
“He was very independent,
very serious and very smart. A
real analytical mind,” Duren told
the Daily.
“When he was at Michi
gan, I don’t think he was politi
cal. Ifhe’sthe Unabomber, that’s

a different person than the one I
knew.”
Kaczynski dedicated his life
to his studies while he was the
university, added Duren.
“At the time he was really
wrapped up in mathematics,” he
said.
Although Berkeley spokes
woman Marie Felde was telling
reporters that “people don’t re
member [Kaczynski],” the stu
dent reporters managed to find
people who did.
“We talked to a couple of
professors who were here when
he worked here,” said Erin Allday,
a senior and news editor for Daily
Californian.
The professors described
Kaczynski as “reclusive” and “re
tiring.” For the most part, their
reaction was ‘“wow, I can’t be
lieve it,’” Allday said.
Berkeley math professor
Donald Saranson told the Cali
fornian: “I just remember that he
vvas very quiet and withdrawn.
Which is probably why I and oth
ers don’t remember him very
well.”

Come
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Priest!
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“A Man
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His Life
For His
Friends.”

Residence
894 Newfield Avenue
Stamford. CT 06905
Rev. Stephen M. DiGiovanni
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Four players on men’s volleyball team
recognized on conference and national levels
By Michelle Covelluzzi
Sports Writer

In his First year as Sacred
Heart’s men’s volleyball coach,
Scott Carter reached the heights.
Not only did the Pioneers main
tain their high level of play of the
previous two seasons, but they did
it against a more challenging
schedule. All factors considered,
this year’s 22-14 record may have
exceeded the 25-6 mark of 1995.
Carter was pleased, too, that
four of his players were honored
at the national and conference lev
els. A graduate of Oneonta Uni
versity in upstate New York,
Carter served as head coach of the
men’s volleyball team and assis
tant coach of the women’s at his
alma mater before arriving at Sa
cred Heart.
“The guys did real well,’’ says
the 24 year-old coach. “I’m very
proud of them.”
Junior Rob Pinkas from the
Czech Republic led the nation,
both Division I and Division II, in
dig percentage; sophomore Kevin

O’Malley from Brooklyn, N.Y.,
was named EIVA Metro-Confer
ence Player of the Year; and three
of the nation’s top 10 defensive
players were from Sacred Heart.
Ranked number one was Pinkas,
third was sophomore Pete Carlow
from Beverly, Mass., and seventh
was freshman Jason Telles from
Gloucester, Mass.
“I think this just says, ‘We’re
one of the best defensive teams in
the nation,”’ says Coach Carter.
The Pioneers finished third in
the conference — but they could
have been higher. “We dropped
from second to third place be
cause we had to forfeit a couple of
games for disciplinary reasons,”
says the coach. One of the forfeits
was to Stephen’s Institute ofTech
nology, a conference team Sacred
Heart had beaten twice earlier in
the season.
“We run a ‘team concept’,”
explains Coach Carter. “In order
to maintain that, there was a need
to discipline a few of the players.”
However, by the end of the season
he felt the group concept came
together, and “we all said, ‘We are

a team and a volleyball pro
gram.’”
The Pioneers proved this to
be true in their actions, commit
ment and play. “The measure of
success is not so much in the
record, but how well the team
came together. There was a 100
percent turnaround in structure
and discipline,” the coach states.
Coach Carter credits
O’Malley with “helping the team
stay together.” The criminal
justice major and South Hall
resident assistant is “always will
ing to help and willing to learn.
He’s done a great job and is a
role model on and off the court.”
The coach notes that
O’Malley, just a sophomore, is
no where near reaching his full
potential. “He’s got a burning
desire for the game and still has
another 100 percent to give next
year.”
With Jon McCarthy as the
squad’s lone senior. Carter will
welcome virtually the entire
team back. The precedent has
been set and the Pioneers and
Coach Carter are eager to ac
complish even more next year.

Martial arts team proves
worth in tournament

Sophomore Kevin O'Malley is now enjoying his new title as
EIVA Metero Conference Player Of The Year. Photo by Lucia Mimonda

Lady Pioneers
fall prey to
Trinity but roll
past rival
Manhattan ville
By Megan Keefe
Sports Writer

The martial arts team al
By Christy Ashley
Contributing Writer

On Sunday, April 21, Sacred
Heart’s martial arts team attended
its first fighting tournament at St.
John’s University. The Martial
Arts team was founded less than
two years ago by Joseph Moura
and Oscar Allain, so they were
uncertain what to expect as the
team faced other universities.
Their inexperience as a team cer
tainly did not hinder their perfor
mance and the team came away
from the competition with more
trophies than they could carry.
The tournament began with
forms. In forms, competitors per
form a specific series of moves
that is appropriate to their belt

level. Kevin Lam was the only
member of our team who com
peted in forms, but his perfor
mance set the pace for the compe
tition as he walked away with a
first place trophy in black belt
forms.
Black belt individual fight
ing followed and Sacred Heart
seized every place with the excep
tion of first. Because Joe Moura,
Kevin Lam and Oscar Allain beat
all of the competitors they had to
compete against one another for
the top four spots. They were only
defeated by the coach of the St.
John’s team, Moura taking sec
ond, Lam third and Allain fourth.
In the advanced individual
fighting, brown and reed belts
competed in the same category.
Sacred Heart’s John Jennings was

the only red belt in the competi
tion. Although he was ranked a
level lower than all of the other
fighters, he conquered all but one
and took home second place for
SHU.
SHU advanced to the finals
after conquering St. John’s Uni
versity with three win. Sacred
Heart overcame a team of Olym
pic trainees.
When asked who the most
valuable team member in the tour
nament was, Allain replied, “Ev
eryone gave their 100 percent and
everyone took part in our victory.
We fought hard and we were all
winners today in more ways than
one.” The judges of the tourna
ment agreed and the team was
rewarded with the grand trophy
for being overall Tournament
Champions.

In four years of intercolle
giate competition, the Sacred Heart
women’s lacrosse team has estab
lished itself as program to contend
with due to the scoring prowess of
sophomore Deirdre Hynes
(Mahopac, N.Y.) and senior cap
tain Jen Fallon (Milford, Conn.).
In recent standings, Hynes
and Fallon, both attacks, stood at
one and two in the nation in goals
per game, ahead of players from
lax powerhouses such as Lock
Haven, Maryland and Lehigh.
Through 13 games, Hynes
(60 goals) surpassed Fallon’s
school record for goals in a season
(56) while Fallon (55) scored the
200th goal of her career in last
Saturday’s 19-5 win over
Manhattanville. Overall, the Lady
Pioneers rank seventh in the na
tion in scoring offense with 12.89
goals per game.
Senior Deanna Young
(Dalton, Mass.) believes that
Hynes and Fallon “do what they ’re

supposed to do, but they excel at
it.” She also said that many of the
plays set the pair up to score, but
their strength is going to the goal
strong.
Last Thursday, Sacred Heart
faced Trinity College, “one of the
best teams in the country” accord
ing to senior Tara Fisher (East
Hampton, N. Y.). SHU fell in that
game, 13-10,butFallon explained
that this was a moral victory be
cause Trinity is nationally recog
nized in lacrosse. “We played
well,butwecouldn’thold off their
offensive attack,” said Fallon.
Fallon scored four goals in
the contest, junior Lynette Berger
added three, Hynes netted a pair
and Young chipped in with one.
In Saturday’s blockbuster 195 victory over Manhattanville,
Hynes and Fallon proved why
they’re tops in the nation, scoring
five and four goals, respectively.
Sacred Heart’s record improved
to 8-5 with the win.
The Lady Pioneers play their
last game of the regular season
today at Drew University at 4 p.m.
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Laxmen take wins over
Southampton and Merrimack
B\ Keith Zinglcr

Chuck Chiodo #13, leaps for the ball to pass on to #4 Chris Lukowski.
won 13 of 16. Krepil’s consis
tency has left him with a 71%
Sports Writer
success rate this season.
“We were able to exploit the
fast break defense of Merrimack,
The SHU men’s lacrosse who shut off our attackmen, leav
squad continued their winning ing myself open for passes from
ways defeating Merrimack and Matt after he won the face-offs,’’
Southampton Colleges in games said Mazzeo.
held at Campus Field on Apr. 24
Jason Colapinto displayed his
and 27. The victories improved scoring abilties with four goals
their record to 9-2 and enabled and one assist. The first midfield
them to maintain the number four line of Mazzeo, Krepil, and
ranking in Division II.
Colapinto combined for 14 goals
The laxmen’s 25-8 trouncing and four assists on the day.
of Merrimack broke a team record
Chuck Chiodo and Brian
for goals scored in a single game. Staunton were among the leading
“It was a great win for us scorers netting two goals a piece,
because the substaintial lead gave while David Root and Shannon
us an opportunity for our younger Pons each had one goal and two
players to gain valuable game ex assists.
perience,’’ said Head Coach Rob
Pons was awarded this years
Randall, this years recipiant of Alumni Recognition award for in
Sacred Heart’s coach of the year volvement on and off the field at
award.
Monday night’s sports banquet.
They were led by the scoring
SHU avenged two losses from
barrage of midfielder Mike last season, including one in the
Mazzeo who scored eight goals, final game of the ECAC playoffs,
good for the school’s single game when they upended Southampton
goal scoring record.
14-10.
Mazzeo currently leads the
Southampton attempted a
team this season with 25 goals. comeback in the second half, but
He has also assisted on 13 goals, Sacred Heart’s 10 unanswered
third best on the team behind Chris goals in the first, second, and third
Lukowski; 23 and David Root; quarters proved enough in the vic
14. Lukowski’s play this season tory.
earned him SHU’s rookie of the
“We played great in the first
year honors.
two and a half quarters, but at this
Matt Krepil connected with point in the season we need to put
Mazzeo on three of his scores and together 60 minutes of quality la
also netted two of his own. The crosse,” said Randall.
two worked together to innitiate
The Pioneers were high
the fast break goals that came from lighted by the five goals and one
the face-off skills of Krepil, who assist from Root and two goals
By J. Bradley Wilson

Photo by Chris Nicholson

and two assists by Mazzeo.
Colapinto continued to find
the net scoring two goals.
Lukowski and Chiodo each had
one goal and one assist.
SHU’s defense was solid in
both wins behind the goaltending
of Art DeGaetano, who totaled 33
saves, including an impressive 23
against Southampton.
The defense was even able to
produce offensively. _ Bri^n
Micena scored the laxmen’s first
goal in the triumph over
Southampton.
Sacred Heart will play their
final regular season game on May
4 at Pace University. As it stands
now the laxmen will be compet
ing in the ECAC playoffs for the
third straight year and will have
home field advantage in at least
the semi-final game of the four
team playoff system. Only the
number one and two teams in the
nation will be give the opportu
nity to compete for the national
championship.
SHU scorers vs. Merrimack; goals,
assists:
Mazzeo, 8-0; Colapinto, 4-1;
Krepil, 2-3; Root,1-2; Pons, 1-2;
Staunton, 2-0; Chiodo, 1-2; Wil
son, 1-1; Gogarty, 1-1; Lukowsi,
0-2; Howard, 0-2; Lesnick, 1-0;
Martin, 1-0; Lagnese, 1-0; Soup,
0-1.
Vs. Southampton:
Root, 5-1; Mazzeo, 2-2; Colapinto,
2-0; Chiodo, 1-1; Lukowski, 1-1;
Krepil, 1-0; Wilson, 1-0; Micena,
1-0; Lesnick, 0-1; Pons, 0-1.

Footballrgridders ready to tackle problems
step up and be leaders for next
season.
“I think spring football is
great. Last season the players had
so much time on their hands after
the season ended,” said receiver
coach Kevin Sharkey. “Basically
what they did was lift weights and
run conditioning drills. Not this
year.
We plan to practice hard and
learn everything before summer
camp so that the play become fun
damental. This way we’ll be two

\______________ ]___________

steps ahead instead of going over
The SHU coaching staff is
the same old things from the be hoping to have a number of re
ginning. The only people who’ll cruits come and hopefully make a
have to leam from the beginning difference and improve the team’s
will be the freshman.”
performance.
The players agree that spring
practice is building team spirit. “I
The football coaching staff is
think that it’s a great idea to prac doing everything they possibly can
tice in the spring because we’ll be to make the Pioneers one of the
a step ahead during the summer. more recognizable football teams
Practice will be intense,” said de in the New England area. The
fensive end John Armstrong, a spring football program is just one
sophomore criminal justice major step that the Pioneers have taken
from Mansfield, Mass.
to bring home a winning season.

This week technology catches up to He
is being put onto the World Wide Web. The thought of being on the
Web had me thinking this past w eek of all of the changes the world
of sports has seen in the past 20 years.
Bruce Sinilli rcccntl\ talked aboiii the biggest change in sports
ovei the Iasi decade, sport's medicine. ..................................
has changed the world of sports. Today ’ s
athletes play longer and recover from
injuries quicker than ever before. Thirty
years ago Jimmy Key would have had
to retire from the game.
Sport's medicine has change our
whole perception about sports. Players
today play a little bit reckless because
they know that an injury won’t end a
career. Better training methods treat
injuries before they occur. Although
much of the sport’s medicine has been
good some advances have been disas
trous. Steroids and many other performance enhancing drugs have
been abased by athletes today.
Another innovation in the world of sports is equipment. Golf
drivers went from wooden drivers, to metals, then graphite and
finally to today’s titanium alloy clubs. In a span of 20 years three
dilTerent kind of clubs have become outdated.
Golf is not the only sport to enjoy the progress of technology.
Baseball bats have become so powerful that some models are
banned because of the velocity that they produce. Football players
now' wear equipment that is sturdier and lighter. The shoes that

Athletes aren’t the only ones to benefit from modern innova
tions. Today’s fans can watch more events then ever before. PayPer-View makes it possible to watch every secondof the Olympics.
New satellite systems allow fans the options of watching football,
hockey, basketball and baseball games of their choice.
While most of the-se new high-tech fans won't acccNS the
internet to vie w this issue of the Spectrum, many will use the super
highway to talktotlieirliuoritc players. Many professional leagues
have web sites. Ob.sCssive fans now can get updated informalion at
about the same time the press does. They can ask questions and get
replies during on-line chat session. Today's fan is more knowl
edgeable than ever before.
FOX is trying to change the way we watch games, to make it
more enjoyable for the fans. Some innovations have worked
(having the score and time posted in the comer of your .screen),
others have not (the Iruser guided hockey puck), but their effort
continue to enhance the way we view’ sports.
The future of sports entertainment is also changing. Tn ten
years virtual reality will allow us to compete against the best
athletes in the world, in the privacy of our minds. 3-D televisions
will put us closer to the action than if we were there.
ogy, just like the Specinuii..

Baseball: Pioneers putting
forth increased team effort
everyone is involved, we’ll win.”
Caron likewise noticed the
increase in enthusiasm adding,
“the enthusiasm has picked up,
but it’s not where it should be.”
Coach Giaquinto recognized
“good pitching, good defense, and
timely hitting.” as the keys to the
recent success. The team seemed
unable to put all three together at
one time before the surge.
The Pioneers have rallied be
hind Bartone, Caron, and catcher
Gregg Madigan. “Caron and
Madigan are hitting well,” noted
Coach Giaquinto. “Bartone is re
ally taking charge on the mound,
too.”
The NECC also noticed, nam
ing Caron Sacred Heart standout

of the week for his performance.
Both Bartone and Caron in
sisted the defensive play of third
baseman Matt Fortney not be over
looked. “We’re 5-0 with Fortney
at third,” exclaimed Caron.
The spurt includes victories
over Adelphi and Concordia,
doubleheader splits with New
hampshire and UMass-Lowell,
and a sweep of Bridgeport.
A strong finish could posi
tion the Pioneers for the regionals
or the ECAC tournament. Post
season play still looms in the fu
ture for the Pioneers. “If we win
the majority of our games, and
beat New Haven, we could re
ceive an ECAC bid,” Bartone an
nounced.

Sacred Heart University Pioneers

Softball breaks even against NECC foe
By Megan Keefe
Sports Writer

Sarah Solinsky soing what she does hest, slugging the ball into its own orbit

Baseball team on track for
season ending comeback
By Matt Fortney
Contributing Writer

The Sacred Heart baseball
team began the year with high
expectations. The Pioneers posted
a 9-4 record in the fall that in
cluded victories over arch rivals
New Haven and Division I Fairfield. Heading into the spring
season, the New England Colle
giate Conference pre-season poll
ranked the Pioneers fourth. But
an early slump ended many of the

expectations.
Watch out. The Pioneers are
alive and slugging.
The 2-6 slump caused many
fans and players to write off the
team.
“We looked awful statedjun
ior outfielder Mark Caron, a chem
istry maj or from Killington, Conn.
“The defense wasn’t there.”
The remainder of the season
appeared to be a waste, especially
after the 0-4 start to conference
play. The team looked lethargic

and unable to piece together a
solid effort. “Our defense was
lousy and we weren’t getting the
clutch hits,” observed Coach Nick
Giaquinto.
Fortunes began to change af
ter a victory at Concordia. The
team regained their enthusiasm
for playing, winning 6 of 8 games.
“We’ve definitely become
more enthusiastic,” observed
pitcher Ben Bartone, ajuniorfrom
Derby, Conn. “On our team, if

See Baseball, page 19

Spring football brings
focus for Pioneers
cally fit for the remainder of the
school year.
“Our main problem last fall
Contributing Writer
was our inconsistency,” said head
coach Gary Reho. “Our main fo
cus during spring ball is to execute
Football fans get ready be technique.”
cause here come the Pioneers. The
Three weeks of head bang
SHU football team is gearing up ing, body slamming, and bullet
with their first ever spring football sweating, should help the team
program. During the month of prepare mentally and physically,
April, the team is practicing five said several players. The team
times a week to prepare for next also foliows a weight program four
season.
times a week.
After posting a losing season
“I think that spring football
last year, the Pioneers hope to practice is a good idea because it
maintain focus and stay physi gives the coaches a chance to
By Lamount Deaderick

evaluate personnel. It also gives
the players enough time to see if
they’re capable of playing differ
ent positions. This could really
help the team,” said Matte Melisi,
the SHU strength and condition
ing coach.
After the fall season, the
coaches and players had time to
think about what had to be done in
order to improve the team’s stand
ings. The coaches plan to concen
trate more on timing and are look
ing for players who are going to

See Football, page19

Photo by Chris Nicholson

The Sacred Heart softball
team reached the .500 mark for
the second time this season with a
11-8 and 22-2 sweep of New En
gland Collegiate Conference
member Franklin Pierce last Sat
urday in Rindge, N.H.
Junior center fielder Jen Stark
(Pompton Lakes, N.J.) led SHU in
the second game, going 5-5 at the
plate, and tied the school record
for hits in a game.
Last week, the Lady Pioneers
faced New Haven, and ended the
day with a split. SHU, shut out 80 in the first game, came back in
dramatic fashion in the second
game
as freshman catcher Carrie
Kuprycz (Barre, Mass.) hit a tworun homer in the eigth inning to
end the game with Sacred Heart
on top, 8-7.
In their final home game of
the season last Friday, the Lady
Pioneers shut out Adelphi Col
lege, 9-0. The second game of the
doubleheader was cancelled due
to the rain.
With four straight wins, the
Lady Pioneers stand at 19-19.

